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Abstract. We review special timelike curves describing stationary axisymmetric
circular orbits which arise in the discussion of some geometrical and physical
features of the Kerr spacetime in its equatorial plane (i.e., transport laws for
vectors, geodesics and accelerated orbits, clock effects, circular holonomy, etc.).
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1. Introduction

In this article we consider timelike circular orbits following Killing trajectories in the
equatorial plane of the Kerr spacetime although most of the results discussed here
remain valid for such orbits in any orthogonally transitive stationary axisymmetric
spacetime. The Kerr metric, in standard Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (t, r, θ, φ)
restricted to the equatorial plane (θ = π/2), has the form

ds2 = −(1 − 2M

r
)dt2 − 4

aM

r
dtdφ + (r2 + a2 +

2a2M

r
)dφ2 +

r2

∆
dr2 . (1)

Nonnull circular orbits along Killing directions in this plane at a fixed radius r have
unit tangent vector

U(ζ) = Γ(ζ)(∂t + ζ∂φ) , (2)

where Γ(ζ)−2 = |gtt+2ζgtφ+ζ2gφφ|, so that U(ζ)·U(ζ) = −1. This 1-parameter family
of tangent vectors is conveniently parametrized by the constant angular velocity ζ. As
ζ varies from −∞ to ∞, U(ζ) describes a hyperbola in the t-φ subspace of the tangent
space to the spacetime manifold, the asymptotes of which correspond to the null
circular orbits ζ = ζ± with lightlike tangent vectors where the normalization factor
Γ(ζ±) can instead be chosen freely. To each timelike unit vector U(ζ) is uniquely
associated the orthogonal spacelike direction Ū ≡ U(ζ̄) in the t-φ plane by

U(ζ̄) = Γ(ζ̄)(∂t + ζ̄∂φ) , (3)
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where

ζ̄ = − gtt + ζgtφ

gtφ + ζgφφ
. (4)

This is the azimuthal (φ) angular direction in the local rest space of U(ζ).
Timelike curves can be loosely classified as

• extrinsically special orbits, in the sense that their specialness comes from the
background geometry;

• intrinsically special orbits, in the sense that their specialness comes from the
intrinsic Frenet-Serret properties of the curve itself;

• relatively special orbits, in the sense that their specialness is with respect to other
curves.

2. Extrinsically special timelike orbits

The Boyer-Lindquist coordinates in which the metric is commonly written are adapted
to the Killing symmetries of the spacetime itself and automatically select the family of
static observers, i.e. those at rest with respect to the coordinates, following the time
coordinate lines. The angular velocities of the static observers and of their orthogonal
direction are

ζ(stat) = 0 , ζ̄(stat) =
1
a
(1 − r

2M
) , (5)

so that the four-velocity vector U(0) = [−gtt]−1/2∂t is aligned along the (primarily)
timelike Killing direction ξ(t) = ∂t of the spacetime and this is their main property.
These coordinates have been used in studying the process of extraction of energy
from a black hole, where the ergosphere, i.e., the surface corresponding to their
observer horizon, plays a central role. Recently another nice geometrical property been
understood: the exterior derivative of the timelike Killing 1-form, F(t) αβ ∝ ∇[α ξ(t)β]

is an antisymmetric two-form field with the two principal null directions aligned along
the two repeated principal null directions, say ` and n, of the Kerr spacetime. This
property has also been helpful in clarifying the characterization of the Kerr spacetime
in terms of its vanishing Simon-Mars tensor [1].

When studying the principal null directions of the Kerr spacetime the Carter
observers [2] arise as the unique family whose 4-velocity belongs to the intersection
of the 2-plane spanned by ` and n and the 2-plane spanned by the Killing vectors ∂t

and ∂φ. Their angular velocity and of the corresponding orthogonal direction are

ζ(car) =
a

r2 + a2
, ζ̄(car) =

1
a

. (6)

These observers have the following special properties: a) the components of a geodesic
4-velocity in a frame adapted to the Carter observers separate in their dependence on
the r and θ coordinates, allowing the exact integration of the geodesic equations of
motion; b) the electric and magnetic parts of the Weyl tensor as measured by them
are aligned, c) the Bel superenergy scalar they measure takes a minimum value for
these observers within the family of circularly rotating observers.

Natural extrinsically special timelike circular orbits on the equatorial plane are
the co-rotating and counter-rotating geodesics (with respect to the hole rotation,
which is clockwise assuming a > 0) characterized by the angular velocities

ζ(geo)± = ±
√

M/r3

1 + a
√

M/r3
. (7)
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Based on the causality properties of this pair of geodesics, one can distinguish three
regions on the equatorial plane: a first one where both geodesics are spacelike (region
C, close to the horizon), a second one where the co-rotating geodesics are timelike and
the counter-rotating geodesics are still spacelike (region B, an intermediate region),
and a third one where both the geodesics are timelike (region A, far from the horizon).
The existence of region B is a novelty of Kerr when compared to the Schwarzschild
spacetime and is the source of many counter-intuitive phenomena [3, 4].

Another extrinsically special observer family is that of the ZAMO’s (zero
angular momentum observers). Their 4-velocity is the unit normal to the Boyer-
Lindquist constant t coordinate hypersurfaces. The corresponding angular velocities
are

ζ(zamo) =
2aM

r3 + a2r + 2a2M
, ζ̄(zamo) = 0 . (8)

Because of this condition the vorticity tensor of the associated congruence vanishes
and they are also known as “locally nonrotating observers”in contrast with the static
observer family which are instead called “distantly nonrotating”.

Accelerated circularly rotating null orbits are also special orbits associated with
the spacetime geometry. Their angular velocity is

ζ± =
2aM ± r

√
∆

r3 + a2r + 2a2M
. (9)

Static observers and ZAMOS play a complementary role when studying the
difference in the arrival times of pair of co- and counter-rotating photons along a
single static observer worldline, after a full revolution with respect to that observer
following a common departure event. Their angular velocities are related to the null
angular velocities as follows

1
ζ̄(stat)

=
1
2

(
1
ζ+

+
1
ζ−

)
, ζ(zamo) =

1
2

(ζ+ + ζ−) . (10)

3. Intrinsically special timelike orbits

Starting from the spacetime Frenet-Serret frame [5, 6] with e0 = U(ζ) and τ the proper
time parameter along the world line of U(ζ)

De0

dτ
= κe1,

De1

dτ
= κe0 + τ1e2 ,

De2

dτ
= −τ1e1 + τ2e3,

De3

dτ
= −τ2e2 ,

(11)

one can study how the angular velocity ζ affects the Frenet-Serret curvature κ (the
magnitude of the acceleration) and the torsions τ1 and τ2 of the circular orbits, since
they are all functions of ζ.

This study is further simplified by the fact that for any circular orbit on the
equatorial plane of the Kerr spacetime e1 is along the Boyer-Lindquist radial direction
[6], the second torsion vanishes identically τ2 = 0 and the first torsion τ1 is just
proportional to the ζ-derivative of κ

τ1 = −1
2

(
− gtt

gφφ

)1/2 1
Γ(ζ)2

dκ

dζ
. (12)
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The results are

κ =
M

√
∆

r3

(aζ − 1)2 − r3

M ζ2

[1 − (r2 + a2)ζ2 − 2M
r (aζ − 1)2]

,

τ1 =
1
r3

Ma(3r2 + a2)ζ2 + (r3 − 3Mr2 − 2a2)ζ + Ma

[1 − (r2 + a2)ζ2 − 2M
r (aζ − 1)2]

. (13)

Furthermore, a straightforward calculation shows that

(κ − r − M

2r
√

∆
)2 − τ2

1 =
r(r − 3M)2 − 4Ma2

4r3∆
, (14)

i.e. at any fixed radius r, for M and a also fixed, τ1 as expressed in terms of κ describes
a branch of (equilateral) hyperbola.

Thus apart from the case of geodesics (already considered as extrinsically special
orbits in the previous section, but clearly belong in this category as well) for which
κ(geo)± = 0 and the Frenet-Serret approach degenerates, the obvious intrinsically
special orbits on the equatorial plane of the Kerr spacetime correspond to τ1 = 0 or
equivalently to dκ/dζ = 0 and are therefore called extremely accelerated orbits
[7, 8, 9] since they extremize the acceleration scalar κ among the family of circular
orbits. Moreover, extremely accelerated observers along the κ − τ1 hyperbola are
those observers correponding to its vertex. Along the extremely accelerated orbits the
Frenet-Serret spatial frame {e(ext)

1 , e
(ext)
2 , e

(ext)
3 } is Fermi-Walker transported (i.e. the

Frenet-Serret angular velocity vanishes):

DU(ext)

dτ
= κ(ext)e

(ext)
1 ,

De
(ext)
1

dτ
= κ(ext)U(ext) ,

De
(ext)
2

dτ
= 0 ,

De
(ext)
3

dτ
= 0 .

(15)

This frame has been studied by de Felice [7] and named a phase-locked frame for
being formed from axes locked to gyroscopes (the frame is Fermi-Walker transported
along U(ζ)). In the equatorial plane of the Kerr spacetime there are two extremely
accelerated angular velocities ζ(ext)±, related to the geodesic angular velocities by

ζ(ext)± =
Γ(geo)+ζ(geo)+ ∓ Γ(geo)−ζ(geo)−

Γ(geo)+ ∓ Γ(geo)−
, (16)

which correspond to the 4-velocity relationship

U(ζ(ext)±) =
U(ζ(geo)+) ∓ U(ζ(geo)−)

||U(ζ(geo)+) ∓ U(ζ(geo)−)||
. (17)

However, the name extremely accelerated observer is reserved for the U(ζ(ext)−),
because this 4-velocity is timelike far enough from the hole where the counter and
corotating geodesics are both timelike, while the other one is spacelike there.

As a consequence of their defining relation in terms of the pair of geodesic 4-
velocities, it is easy to see that the extremely accelerated observers see these geodesics
with equal but oppositely-signed relative 3-velocities. Moreover the proper periods of
the geodesics when considering a loop with respect to these observers are equal. This
is the reason that the extremely accelerated observers play a role in the discussion of
general relativistic gravitomagnetic clock effects.

Other intrinsically special orbits correspond to κ = ±τ1, which we call parallel-
null-direction observers, with 4-velocity Upnd±, since they see one of their two
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azimuthal null directions parallel transported along their world lines. This follows
from the general Frenet-Serret relations (11), which when κ = ±τ1 imply

De0

dτ
= κe1 = ∓

De2

dτ
so that

D

dτ
(e0 ± e2) = 0 . (18)

Thus along the orbit Upnd+ characterized by κ = τ1, the null direction Upnd+ + e2

undergoes parallel trasport, while along the orbit Upnd− with κ = −τ1 this holds for
the null direction Upnd−−e2. In both cases, the corresponding vector De1/dτ is always
parallel transported (i.e., D2e1/dτ2 = 0). The corresponding angular velocities are

ζpnd± =
M

a(r + M) ∓ r
√

∆
. (19)

That e2 is indeed along the azimuthal direction (lies in the t-φ subspace of the tangent
space) follows from a closer examination of the details [6]. In an earlier article [10]
the angular velocities of these orbits were denoted by Z(ζ±) and arose as the angular
velocities for which the single parallel transported direction in the t-φ subspace of
the tangent space became null, or equivalently, describe the stationary axisymmetric
directions which are parallel transported along the null circular orbits.

To conclude this section note that the unit vector (itself tangent to another
stationary circular orbit)

Upd = |1 − κ2/τ2
1 |−1/2 [e0 +

κ

τ1
e2] (20)

is parallel transported along a circular orbit. If |κ| < |τ1| this is a timelike direction
and so defines another circularly rotating observer family that is relatively special for
the original circularly orbiting observer family. If |κ| > |τ1|, it is a spatial direction,
while if |κ| = |τ1|, one has to return to the unnormalized vector, which is null.

The stationary circular (helical) orbits in a stationary axisymmetric spacetime
have constant curvature and torsions, like the helices in flat spacetime. Synge
[11] classified the flat spacetime helices into equivalence classes using these three
parameters, which can be extended to the more general present case as well
• Type I. General case: κ 6= 0, τ1 6= 0, τ2 6= 0. The helix is not confined to any

3-plane in flat spacetime.
• Type II. Degenerate: κ 6= 0, τ1 6= 0, τ2 = 0. The helix lies in a 3-plane in flat

spacetime.
– Subtype IIa: κ2 − τ2

1 > 0
– Subtype IIb: κ2 − τ2

1 = 0
– Subtype IIc: κ2 − τ2

1 < 0
• Type III. Degenerate: κ 6= 0, τ1 = 0, τ2 = 0. The helix lies in a 2-plane in flat

spacetime: it is a pseudocircle, a curve of hyperbolic type.
• Type IV. Degenerate: κ = 0, τ1 = 0, τ2 = 0. The helix is a straight line in flat

spacetime.

The circular orbits in the equatorial plane of Kerr are generically degenerate of type
II, except for the geodesics which are type IV and the extremely accelerated orbits
which are type III. The type II cases admit a parallel transported vector tangent to
the stationary circular orbit cylinder. Subtype IIa corresponds to a parallel spatial
direction, subtype IIb corresponds to a parallel null direction, which corresponds
to the world lines of the parallel null-direction observers, and subtype IIc corresponds
to a parallel timelike direction. Type I circular orbits occur off the equatorial
plane.
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4. Relatively special timelike orbits

In relation to the geodesics, the family of geodesic meeting point observers
is defined as the one containing the meeting points of the two oppositely rotating
geodesics. The corresponding angular velocity is

ζ(gmp) =
1
2
(ζ(geo)+ + ζ(geo)−) = aM/(a2M − r3) . (21)

These observers enter the discussion of the general relativistic definition of inertial
forces, clock-effects, and holonomy invariance. Here we mention their property of being
“relatively straight orbits”as seen by the slicing observers, casting this discussion in
the more general context of “relative Frenet-Serret frames”. In fact ,when one has two
timelike congruences, at each point of the world line of an observer, the other world
line is also defined, so that the spatial direction of the reletive velocity between the
two arises as a well defined direction. If the two congruences are U and u respectively,
one has the two decompositions

U = γ(U, u)[u + ||ν(U, u)||ν̂(U, u)] , u = γ(U, u)[U + ||ν(U, u)||ν̂(u, U)] , (22)

where γ(U, u) = [1−||ν(U, u)||2]−1/2 which defines all along U a unit direction ν̂(U, u)
which is orthogonal to u as well another unit direction ν̂(u, U) which is orthogonal to
U . For instance ν̂(U, u) can be used to generate a relative Frenet-Serret machinery
[6, 12] adapted to u in the sense that the three vectors {ν̂(U, u), η̂(fw,U,u, β̂(fw,U,u}
satisfying the relations

D(fw,U,u)
d`(U,u)

ν̂(U, u) = κ(fw,U,u)η̂(fw,U,u) ,

D(fw,U,u)
d`(U,u)

η̂(fw,U,u) = − κ(fw,U,u)ν̂(U, u) + τ(fw,U,u)β̂(fw,U,u) ,

D(fw,U,u)
d`(U,u)

β̂(fw,U,u) = − τ(fw,U,u)η̂(fw,U,u) (23)

naturally define a spatial frame adapted to u. An analogous relative Frenet-Serret
adapted to U can be generated from ν̂(u, U). This treatment allows the definition
of U-u Fermi-Walker relatively straight orbits (such that κ(fw,U,u) = 0) and
U-u Fermi-Walker relatively flat orbits (such that τ(fw,U,u) = 0). For example,
the geodesic meeting point orbits correspond also to orbits which are Fermi-Walker
relatively straight with respect to the ZAMOs.

5. Concluding remarks

A discussion of special circular orbits on the equatorial plane of the Kerr spacetime
has been developed describing the way in which they are special in a clean geometrical
sense.
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